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STANDARDS PROCEDURES AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE 
 

SCOTTISH ELECTIONS (FRANCHISE AND REPRESENTATION) BILL 
 

WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM MIN VOICES 
 
 
The following statement have been created by the MIN Voices group of Maryhill 
Integration Network supporting and providing evidence to give Asylum Seekers and 
people seeking refuge the Right to Vote.  
 
‘I am a citizen in this country, we are part of the community, we contribute, and 
voting is a Human Right’ 
 
Maryhill Integration Network is a key community organisation in Glasgow, Scotland 
which works with various communities to build bridges, breakdown barriers and 
support those seeking asylum and refuge. 
 
From consultation with the MIN Voices group, formed by 40 members who are all 
seeking asylum, we are providing the following evidence to support the right to vote 
for people seeking refuge. 
 
There was wide agreement among our group on the fundamental reasoning behind 
the need to extend the franchise in this manner. Asylum seekers and refugees are, 
despite the amazing efforts of many people in our society,  too often alienated and 
isolated from the moment they arrive in our community. 
 
“They differentiate us at every step” 
 
People seeking refuge are part of our community, who want to settle and build 
meaningful lives in Scotland, often volunteering their time to contribute and give back 
to those around them. Extending the right to vote in this manner means that people 
will be given more opportunity to contribute to society, and that society together can 
be better equipped to tackle serious social issues. Extending the franchise is a 
fundamental means of tackling inequality in our country. 
 
“Voting is a human right” 
 
Even though the Bill only proposes that people granted Leave to Remain are given 
the right to vote, MIN Voices firmly believes that the right to vote should be extended 
to people who have been seeking asylum here for more than six months. We are 
lucky to have members of our community, who despite facing many barriers in their 
fight to be recognised and safe, share a lot of their time and generosity to help others 
and live with dignity. 
 
If asylum seekers are given right to vote after 6 months, the following guidelines 
have been created by MIN Voices group members. 

- To have information provided about political parties 
- A pack could be created which are then given to people 
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- Information could be send to community centres, religious places, information 
points, welcoming packs, schools and colleges.  

 
 
PINAR AKSU, 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
MIN VOICES 
MARYHILL INTEGRATION NETWORK 
9 SEPTEMBER 2019 
 
 
 
*MIN Voices is a group for asylum seekers and refugees who wish to have their 
voices heard. A 
participatory platform through which members can share information, campaign, 
access training, 
and volunteering opportunities. 
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